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Förord 
 
Denna Pilotstudie har finansierats av Strategiska kompetensmedel, SK-medel, för 
institutens långsiktiga kunskaps- och kompetensuppbyggnad. 
 
Ämnet – Laserkodning av trä – baseras på kvarstående problemställningar från det 
Europeiska FP6 projektet Indisputable key1 eftersom den resulterande låga 
kodläsbarheten och höga kostnaden för kodmärkning av plankor med bläck eller smältvax 
kan vara ett hinder för en bred tillämpning av projektidén: att förbättra träprodukten, 
minimera råvaruanvändningen, optimera produktionsmedlen och minska spillet för att 
maximera värdet på trä och sågverkens förtjänst. 
 
Stockholm 2013 
Richard Uusijärvi 
Koordinator för Indisputable key 
 
 
 

Preface 
 
This Pilot Study is financed by the Swedish Government Strategic Competence Fund. 
 
The topic – Wood Code Laser Marking – is based on remaining questions from the 
European FP6 Indisputable key project1 since the resulting low code readability and high 
costs for code marking boards with ink or melt-wax could be a hindrance for wide 
implementation of the project idea: to improve wood products, minimizing the use of 
raw-material, optimize production means and minimize waste to maximize value of wood 
and profit for sawmills. 
 
Stockholm 2013 
Richard Uusijärvi 
Indisputable key co-ordinator 

                                                      
1 www.indisputablekey.com 

http://www.indisputablekey.com/


 

Sammanfattning 
 
Produktion av sågat virke medför även cirka 10 % spill (förutom sågspån och flis), i form 
av nedklassning sent i produktionsprocessen för att upprätthålla kvalitetskraven på virket. 
Varken sågverkets eller dess produktionskapacitet används därför särskilt effektivt. För 
ett sågverk med produktion runt 100 000 m3 sågad vara rör det sig om åtskilliga millioner 
€ årligen, enbart i Sverige produceras drygt 15 millioner m3/år. 
Det har visat sig, bland annat i två stora EU-projekt, att system för automatisk spårning, 
av stockars, plankors, pakets och komponenters egenskaper genom hela produktionspro-
cessen, krävs för att optimera sågverkets effektivitet. 
En nyckelkomponent för automatisk spårning är en robust kostnadseffektiv plankkod-
ning, för att möjliggöra feedback från de olika produktionsstegen och förbättra såväl 
processeffektivtet som virkeskvalitet. Inom de flesta typer av industri är streckkod allra 
vanligast. Vid försök att skriva streckkoder på trä har det visat sig vara nödvändigt med 
någon typ av etiketter för att få en rimlig kodläsbarhet. Färskt sågat virke är blött (nästan 
hälften av vikten utgörs av vatten) så det torkas före slutjustering – kvalitetsbestämning 
och kapning till slutlig längd. Därför ställs mycket höga krav på både etiketterna och 
deras fastsättning – vilket i hög grad påverkar deras kostnad. Tidigare försök att skriva 
direkt på träytan har visat sig vara svårt på grund av den fuktiga och ojämna träytan och 
de relativt höga kostnaderna för bläck och underhåll. 
Förevarande pilotstudie har undersökt förutsättningarna för en alternativ teknik baserad 
på lasermärkning för att höja kodläsbarheten, som tidigare som bäst låg runt 85 %, samt 
att minska kostnaden per kod från 5 till under 0,5 öre. 

Två lasermetoder har provats för kodning av trä. Termisk, där kodelementens kontrast 
motsvarar skillnaden i ljusreflektion mellan kolnat och icke kolnat trä och ablatering eller 
kallbearbetning (principiellt en beröringsfri fräsning) där kodelementens reflexionsvaria-
tion i sned belysning varierar i ablaterat och icke ablaterat trä. 

Ablation förefaller speciellt intressant både för kodning av blött trä med grov kedjesågad 
yta och av torrt trä med finare cirkelsågad yta. En orsak är att koden baseras på ett tre-
dimensionellt mönster istället för på kontrasten mellan bränt och obränt trä som under 
vissa årstider (som sprinklerbevattnat under sommaren) är obefintlig. En annan orsak är 
att mycket stora koder exempelvis GS1 (över 128 bitar) möjliggörs på finsågade ytor, 
vilket i princip kan möjliggöra global spårning av varenda virkesstycke som produceras. 
En slutsats är att båda metoderna bör följas upp i industriella tester för att ge en mer detal-
jerad uppföljning av kodläsbarhet och för att få praktiska erfarenheter om drifts- och 
underhållskostnader för tekniken.   
 
Nyckelord: Laser, kodning, trä, produktion, plankor, sågverksspill 



 
 

 

Summary 
 
Production of sawn goods today also results in more than 10% waste (besides sawdust 
and chips), as rejected products in the final process stages, since not fulfilling customer 
demands. Consequently neither the saw mills’ raw material, nor its production capacity is 
used properly. For a saw mill producing 100 000 m3 per year it means millions of Euros. 
Only in Sweden over 15 million m3 is produced annually. 
Optimising sawmills’ efficiency, it has been shown in two big EU-projects, would require 
a system for automatic tracking of properties of individual logs, boards, packages and 
components for final products throughout the production process. 
One key component for automatic tracking is a reliable cost effective coding of boards, to 
allow feedback from different production steps for process- and quality improvement. In 
most other industries barcode is the most commonly used method. Studies to apply bar-
codes on wood although have shown that labels are necessary to obtain sufficient code 
readability. Freshly sawn timber is wet (half of its mass is water) and is kiln dried before 
passing on to next process step (quality grading and cutting to final length). Consequently 
the very high demands on both labels and their attachment to wood surface strongly in-
fluence costs. Earlier attempts to print code directly on the wood surface were shown to 
be troublesome because of the wet and rough wood surface and because of the relatively 
high costs for ink and maintenance. 
This pilot study scrutinizes presumptions for an alternative coding technique using laser 
marking to further extend code readability (which was around 85 % when printing with 
ink directly on wood surface) and to decrease the cost per code from 0.5 cent(€) to below 
0.05 cent. 
Two laser methodologies have been tested for wood coding. Thermal processing where 
the code elements contrast represents the difference in light reflection between charred 
and not charred wood and Ablation or cold processing (principally a non contact milling) 
where the code elements reflexions variation in biased lightning varies with wood struc-
ture in ablated and not ablated wood. 
Ablation seems especially interesting both for wet wood having a rough chain sawn sur-
face and for dried wood with a finer circular sawn surface. One reason is that code detec-
tion is based on the 3d-pattern instead of the contrast differences between burnt and not 
burnt areas that during some seasons (as sprinkled logs during summer) is almost non-
existent. Another reason is that a very “large code” , as example GS1,  (above 128 bits) is 
possible on fine surfaces which in principle would enable global tracking of every indi-
vidual wood item produced. 
A conclusion is that both methodologies should be followed-up in industrial trials as basis 
for a more detailed mapping of code readability and to gain practical knowledge about 
running- and maintenance costs. 
 
Keywords: Laser, coding, wood, production, boards, waste-reduction 
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1 Background 
  
The amount of waste generated in today’s wood production is typically 8 – 12 % (besides 
sawdust and chips) as rejected products in the final process stages, since not fulfilling 
customer demands. Of this amount 2 – 3 % is wasted due to shape, as twisted or bent 
boards, and another 2 – 3 % due to cracks. Both these defects highly depend on kiln dry-
ing parameters causing over-drying2. On top of this 4 – 6 % is cut due to rot and should 
not have been transported to the sawmill at all. Based on board sales price of 200 €/m3 
each % equals 2 €/m3 or for a sawmill producing 100 000 m3 so 10 %  waste concerns 
around 2 million €/year. Total amount of sawn timber only in Sweden is over 15 million 
m3. Neither the saw mills’ raw material, nor its production capacity is used properly! 
 
Earlier Trätek and since 2004 SP Wood Technology have during the first decade of the 
millennium co-ordinated two big EC-projects, LINESET /1/ and Indisputable key /2/, 
aiming at demonstrating how to reduce the wood production wastes by controlling wood 
production steps through the full forestry-wood production chain. 
 
Both EC-projects were based on automatic tracking of wood individuals (logs, sawn tim-
ber and packages), from cutting operation in the forest to final product manufacturer’s au-
tomatic cutting optimising saw. The objective was to specify the individual wood compo-
nents quality, based on how well it would fit in a specific final product. 
 
Examples of measurable individual wood qualities are: distortion of sawn timber /5/ e.g. 
cup (quotient of height of curvature across the width by the width), surface knot area ra-
tio (quotient of accumulated knot area and total wood surface area for a board), bending 
strength (MPa) and moisture ratio (difference between wood item’s raw and dried mass 
divided by dried mass). To control production efficiency also waste volume ratio (differ-
ence between the original board volume and the corresponding final component’s volume 
divided with original sawn board volume) is useful. Is quality defined as above, and the 
seller and buyer have agreed on this detailed description of qualities, boards complying 
with all agreed requirements are accepted. Quality deviations for rejected and waste vo-
lume ratio for boards can be used to control and minimise future amount of waste. 
 
Automatic tracking through the production chain requires systems for code-marking/de-
tection of logs, sawn timber and packages. Also means to secure that a board is sawn 
from a specific log, a pacing system like SPace /1/, is needed. SPace, used in the EC-pro-
jects, was based on pattern recognition of the variation of lengths in logs and boards flow. 
Since SPace requires a sequential flow of boards corresponding to that of logs, only the 
centre boards (planks) were traced in the EC-projects. For a general solution to the pacing 
problem a board has to become unique, for example by code marking, during or in a very 
close connection to the sawing operation. 
  
 

2 Code-marking of boards – problematic 
from a general point of view 

 
Boards, in both EC-projects mentioned, were marked during the green sorting operation 
directly after the trimming of boards’ ends (crosscutting close to possible final length to 
minimise the ratio of hogged chips) before ending up in a bin (of similar wood properties, 
mostly only dimensions, for sufficient kiln drying results) to enable an as stable as pos-
sible coding position for highest code readability in subsequent process steps. 

                                                      
2 Boards in a kiln-load dryer than set moisture ratio (under-drying means the wetter fraction) 
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First code reading was directly after the code printing operation, for feed-back of readabi-
lity as alerting for filling up ink or cleaning nozzles. The code was also read later during 
two process steps: in the stacking process (separating boards with sticks to allow efficient 
drying) to determine the position of a board within a package, and in the final sorting pro-
cess before cut to final length (where the code also was cut away) so a new board code 
was applied. This code was used at the final manufacturer’s automatic cross-cut saw to 
enable feedback to earlier process steps, in forest and in the sawmill, before cutting it into 
components for final consumer products. 
 
Continuous flow marking, by a VideoJet Excel 178i printer /3/, was used for code mar-
king the bottom flat side of the board (since an exact distance between nozzles and the 
board surface is needed for sufficient result) in the first EC-project, as illustrated on top in 
Figure 1. 
 
In the Indisputable key project, a drop-on-demand technology was used for coding the 
butt-end of the board, using a melt wax printer Markem 9064 /4/, as illustrated below in 
Figure 1.  
 
 

 
Figure 1 Codes: at top character code at the board’s flat side,  

below Data Matrix at the end surface 
 

 
The main reason for exchanging the Continuous flow printer for the Markem drop-on-de-
mand printer was a change to end-surface code marking so one instead of two code rea-
ders would be needed (boards can turn up-side-down). Also code readability was incre-
ased from 75 to 85 %. 
 
The cost per code (board) using melt wax was estimated to 1 c (€) /3/ or yearly 144 k€ for 
a sawmill producing 400 000 m3 sawn products per year or some 14 million planks. Fur-
ther increasing code readability by printing more than one code per board or by using a 
fluorescent melt wax (activated with UV-light) would increase the cost further. The cost 
for the VideoJet printer code was estimated to 0.5 c (€) /1/.  
 
Introductory studies to laser mark readable code elements, of total size 10 x 30 mm, on a 
rough board, see Figure 2, seems promising. Since contrast, at least concerning the con-
tours that are very well visible both on the flat side (left) and the end side (right) of the 
board, there should be good opportunities to obtain a good code readability, see section 
4.1 at page 9. 
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Figure 2 Laser machining: top at left flat surface, at right end surface,  

below 64X enlarged end surface 
 

Estimation of the code marking cost with the Excimer laser was based on 250 mJ per 
pulse, 30 Hz pulse frequency, and 4 x 14 sec all resulting in 420 Ws for a code mark of 
fair visibility. With an estimated power efficiency of 5 % (laser power/used electrical 
power) the needed energy is 8400 Ws or approx. 0.02 Euro cents if cost for electricity is 
0.1 €/kWh. For a more exact calculation of energy per code please refer to section 4.1 at 
page 9. 
 
A comparison of coding costs with ink printing technology and laser can be seen in 
Figure 3. The cost for the laser system was estimated to 50 000 €, see section 3.2 and the 
cost for an ink printer system 20 000 €. Maintenance for all types of equipment is 20 
€/day (2 x 15 minutes) and ink refill 10 €/day. Wood coding with laser seems to be an 
interesting alternative! 
 
 

 
Figure 3 Code marking cost: Markem Melt Wax Printer, VideoJet Continuous flow ink and Laser 

 
 

2.1 Principal specifications for  installation of board 
code marking at sawmill 

 
Specifications, at the prospect of installation of systems, for automatic tracing of sawn 
timber at Bergkvist-Insjön AB, one of Sweden’s biggest and most modern family owned 
sawmills producing over 380 000 m3 sawn timber per year, indicate that requirements for 
laser coding of sawn timber, in many ways, are similar also for other sawmills of same 
type and size. 
 
The decomposition of a log takes place in a multistage process from scaling its form by a 
3-d scanner providing input for computation of how it shall be inserted and sawn in the 
saw line for best possible yield of boards. To reduce the length of the saw building the 

0
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saw line is split in two longitudinal conveyers with a connecting transverse conveyor /13/, 
see Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4 Possible laser marking position at red arrow in the transverse (green arrow) flow of 
blocks 
 
Coding of boards is preliminary planned to take place during the transverse movement of 
a block at the red arrow in Figure 4 after the block’s first two parallel surfaces have been 
machined (in the lower longitudinal conveyor) by contour milling to preparing for sharp-
edged side boards and sawn after which the block is turned 90˚ around its length-axis. 
The remaining side boards are produced later when the block is at the upper (in the 
figure) longitudinal conveyor. 
 

 
Figure 5 Spot where codes are printed to block at 1 m/s, boards are separated later in the process 

 
Figure 5 shows a possible position for the code marking of boards when not yet cut out of 
the block, which is optimal for a secure pacing, see section 1. Also the speed of the block 
is less than 1 m/s (since maximum speed on the longitudinal conveyor is 2.5 m/s and the 
length of the average log is just over 4 m). Since code marking of boards (2 up to 6 de-
pending on the block’s dimensions) takes place when the block passes, the time to print a 
code is around 200 ms.  
 
 
 
  

    
V ≈ 1 m/s 
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3  Laser code marking - presumptions 
 
To distinguish between one million boards, what a bigger sawmill (production above 
200 000 m3 sawn timber per year) produces per month, either five alphanumerical 
characters or a matrix code of at least 3 x 11 dots, see Figure 6, would be needed. 
 
 

 
Figure 6 Exemplification of the least amount of characters or dots 

 to discriminate 1 million boards 
 

 It is also needed that printing can take place in speeds up to 3 m/s, and to obtain suffici-
ent code readability the laser code marking operation should be able to carry through du-
ring maximum 200 milliseconds, see section 2.1. 
 
 
3.1  Code marking using the CO2 laser 
 
Laser printing with a laser deflection unit, See Figure 7, is carried through by swiftly mo-
ving the laser beam, over the wood surface and thereby generate a character or a matrix 
code, for example, DataMatrix, see Figure 27. 
 
 

 
Figure 7 Laser beam deflection unit by RAYLASE type RL (www.raylase.com) 

and its principal function 
 

Using a 125 W CO2 laser it will according to Synrad Laser Processing Calculator, see 
Figure 8, be possible to print a 7.6 mm high Alphanumeric code consisting of 5 characters 
in 40 ms. 
 
 

Dot matrix:
E.g. 29 dots  220 (+ 9 bits checksum)
Code below consists of 25 (max 36) laser dots

Five characters
365 ≈≈> 220 (+ 6 bits checksum)
5 characters each built up by an 8x8 matrix in 
average consisting of 20 * 5 = 100 laser dots

AHPW9
3

21 22 23 24 25 26

2

13

1

16

7

11

8 9 10

8 
m

m
8 

m
m

http://www.raylase.com/
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Figure 8 Synrad Laser Processing Calculator (www.synrad.com):  

Printing 5 characters with a 125W CO2 laser 
 

Traditional CO2 laser printing, either CW (Continuous Wave) or Q-switched pulses (laser 
pulses longer than a few ns), is a thermal process primarily carbonizing the laser radiated 
surface. Thus printing on light wood could be acceptable but under realistic production as 
on the end surfaces of water-stored timber the wood can be very dark making it difficult 
to read and decipher the code. Normally only the wood surface darkens so a few mm cle-
ar cut would probably be enough to increase the code contrast enabling sufficient reada-
bility. Another problem is the heat generated by the process that might need special mea-
sures before laser technology becomes commonly accepted within the wood industry.  
 
 
3.2  Laser coding by a CO2  laser – practical example 
 
To get a practical experience of code dimensions and code readability a few laboratory 
tests were carried through in February 2012 on chain sawn timber in Southern Germany 
at RAYLASE AG (www.raylase.com).  
 
Their task was to test code marking of wood to achieve a readable code for interpretation 
with OCR3-technique. A specific demand was that codes should be cheap, readable, and 
big enough to securely discriminate 1 million pieces of wood.  
 
Test #1 was carried through to determine the best field-size, the set maximum area within 
which the laser-beam can operate. Using the field-size to 250 x 250 mm, see Figure 9, 
showed clearly that a higher energy/area unit (compared to the bigger field-size 600 x 600 
in Test #2) more tooled than charred the surface. Code height was 15 mm and time for 
coding 200 ms, both were chosen as starting point for the tests. 
 

 
Figure 9 Test #1 – Rofin SCx30 CO2 laser at 180 W, 200ms –  field size 250 X 250 mm 

                                                      
3 OCR – in this report stands for Optical Character Recognition 

http://www.synrad.com/
http://www.raylase.com/
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To further enhance code contrast the field-size was extended to 600 x 600 mm2 in Test 
#2. Thus increasing the with of the laser line and lowering the amount of laser energy per 
area unit also the time was prolonged slightly, from 200 to 266 ms.  
 
In Test #2 both a 5 character code size 10 x 40 mm2  and a 10 mm2 high 10 x 10 DataMa-
trix, see Figure 10 were produced. Occasionally was shown that the DataMatrix code 
could be deciphered with the free-of-cost application NeoReader in a Sony Ericsson 
Xperia mobile telephone but of course much more tests would be needed in order to ve-
rify the code readability. 

 

 
Figure 10 Test #2: two sets of 10 mm characters and a 10 X 10 DataMatrix, at 180 W and 266ms 

 
Equipment used during both tests were a Rofin CO2 300 W laser type SCx30 at 60 000 €. 
Also AxialScan-30, a laser deflector, was used with the software weldMARK and equip-
ment to print on the fly at a total cost of 20 000 €. Since used laser power during test was 
180 W possibly a smaller 150 W laser e.g. Universal Laser Systems type ULCR150W-
CI.IV-WC at 24 250 € might be sufficient. 
 
 

4  Excimer laser ablation of wood 
 
An alternative to thermal processing is ablation, a cold machining technique similar to 
sawing, drilling, cutting and turning that removes material without generating heat. 
Figure 11 shows the resulting cold machining on a match with an Excimer laser without 
protecttive gas. Using a traditional laser, for example a CO2 laser, the match would have 
been ignited. Another ablation advantage is the absence of force between tool and work 
piece that always arises in mechanical decomposition processes deforming the work piece 
/7/. This is one reason why laser ablation is also used e.g. in eye-surgery for correcting 
visual defects or removing cataracts /9/ or when producing electronic microcircuits /10/.  
 

 
Figure 11 Cold machining – laser ablation of a 0.2 mm wide slot 

 in a match without putting it to fire 
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During the wood ablation tests an Excimer laser, type PulseMaster PM88 was used, see 
Figure 12. The laser uses one inert gas e.g. Krypton (Kr) and one not inert gas e.g. Flour 
(F). These two gases will in a high voltage field (around 35 kV) and high pressure form a 
chemical compound – exciplex. It disintegrates in the original gases and emits photons of 
λ=248 nm in ultra violet part of the spectra and of considerably higher photon energy than 
that of long-wave lasers like CO2-lasers when the voltage is turned off. A CO2-laser often 
has a wave length of λ= 10.6 µm (10 600 nm). 
 
 

 

Figure 12 Excimer laser PulseMaster PM 800 left, laboratory setting at right 
 

How the ablations process can be perceived visually can be seen in Figure 13. The laser is 
equipped with a cylindrical lens projecting the laser beam as a 0.1 mm wide 50 mm line. 
 
During the relatively short pulse (a few 10 ns) the wood molecules are disintegrated /10/ 
and is accelerated from the wood surface in 5 times the speed of sound in air producing 
small sonic bangs that can be heard as powerful static noise in the ablation frequency. 
Since the used laser’s maximum frequency is 50 Hz and most of the tests were done in 
lower frequencies than that  a strong clattering  sound was emitted during the ablation 
process.  
 
The light phenomenon shown in Figure 13 (as the wavelength of laser light is far under 
the visible spectra) is a fire flame as wood particles are accelerated and catches fire mo-
mentarily in contact with air. Using a protective gas like CO2 or He will cause the fire 
flame not to appear. 

 

 

Figure 13 Wet (moisture ratio> 1) spruce wood during ablation by the Excimer laser  
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4.1  Estimation of needed energy for readable code 
 
 
4.1.1  Laser energy  per area unit needed for ablation of wood 
 
Crucial factors for ablation are energy density per area unit and wavelength of laser light, 
but also of ratio of laser absorptivity in wood which is wavelength dependent, see Figure 
14. 
 
 

 
Figure 14 Absorptivity of wood versus wavelength /15/, note the dip around 1µm!  

 
 

At λ = 1 064 nm no significant ablation takes place below 100 J/cm2 since wavelengths 
around  1 000 nm are close to an absorption minima while wavelengths below 300 and 
above 10 000 nm results in significantly more efficient ablation /10/. For example a CO2-
TEA (Transversely-Excited Atmospheric-pressure) laser working on λ = 10.6µm can 
ablate between 5 to 30 µm (about 5 times faster for early wood) per 1.6 µs pulse at an 
energy density around 3-4 J/cm2. 
 
With a 308 nm Excimer laser (40 ns pulse length) some 0.6 – 1 µm were ablated per pul-
se axial (perpendicular to the end face), some 60 % less than radial or tangential (perpen-
dicular to face or edge surfaces) at energy densities around 1 J/cm2. Using Excimer laser 
for eye-surgery, see /9/, about 1 µm of cornea was ablated at the energy density 1 J/cm2, 
about equal as for wood parallel to fibres. 
 
During extended laboratory tests with Excimer laser, see next section, the pulse energy 
was 350 mJ at λ = 248 nm spread over a surface of 50 x 0.1 mm2, i.e. an energy density of 
7J/cm2. By measurements and calculations It was estimated that a wood volume of 4.4 
mm3 was ablated with 100 laser pulses, see next section.  
 
 
4.1.2 Estimation of ablated wood volume using 248 mm 

Excimer Laser 
 
To establish some rough figures for achieving a readable laser code on wood three test 
ablations were carried through using 10, 50 and 100 pulses at 350 mJ/pulse (7J/ cm2), see 
Figure 15, that all were possible to detect visually. 
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Figure 15 Three laser ablated lines left, the middle of them magnified by 7 at right 

  
The appearance of a 50 mm long laser ablated trench is shown in Figure 16. From above, 
at left, the width 0.3 mm and from the side, at right,  the depth 0.6 mm. The ablation of 
the trench was done with a PulseMaster 800 Excimer laser at 350 mJ per pulse 
(λ=248nm) pulsed 100 times (generating a total energy of 35J). Total volume of ablated 
wood is, based on the simplification 

that the depth profile is triangular   mm3. So based on prerequisites 
during tests around 0.1 mm3/J was ablated.  
 

 

Figure 16 50 mm laser ablated ditch 0.3 mm wide and 0.6 mm deep 
 totally 100 pulses at 350 mJ (Spruce) 

 
Maximal pulse energy for the used PulseMaster PM-800 Excimer laser was 450 mJ (at 
λ=248 nm) which at its maximum pulse frequency 50 Hz correspond to 22,5 W. A realis-
tic code marking of wood during the production process, demands that generation of the 
code is done in 0.2 seconds. During that time the used laser generates 4,5 J which corre-
sponds to an ablated volume of about 0.6 mm3.  
 

 

Figure 17 Simulation of 8 x 8 dot  matrix, size 16 x 16 mm,  
generated in 200 ms by an Excimer laser 

  
A possible code could consists of an 8 x 8 dot matrix, se Figure 17, in which on average 
32 dots needs to be ablated in 200 ms at a repetition frequency of 150 Hz. Consequently  
the PulseMaster PM-800 Excimer laser is not fast enough. Although with these presump-
tions each dot volume would be 0.6/32 mm3, corresponding to a cylinder with diameter 
and depth 0.3 mm or with 0.5 mm diameter at 0.1 mm depth. 
 
 
4.2  Assumptions for acceptable code readability 
 
The resulting ablation on a coarse chain sawn wood surface appears distinctly see Figure 
18. At left as a comparison before ablation, in the middle after ablation and to the right 

16 mm
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inclined to give an idea of how the surface structure was altered. Areas in the picture that 
look dark or charred depend in reality on increased light absorption in the ablated wood 
surface (since ablation is similar to cold machining, see section 4 at page 7, and not 
burnt!).  
 

 
Figure 18 Chain sawn spruce: at left before ablation, in the middle after,  

at right inclined at small angle 
 

Simply explained ablation uncovers the cellular structure of wood which also influences 
on the reflection of light. Compare the unablated wood surface to the left in Figure 18 
which principally consists of closed cells and of that reason seems to be lighter. At left in 
the middle part of the figure the wood surface (30 x 10 mm) was ablated with a total laser 
energy of 1400 J (some 4 000 pulses), and at right ablated with 500 J (some 1 400 
pulses).  
 
To get some figures to compare the differences in absorption between ablated and non 
ablated wood surface a simple average calculation was carried through for the corre-
sponding intensity profiles, see Figure 19, as well along and across the code elements. 
 

 
Figure 19 Reflectance profiles per code element types: 500, 1400 J and reference surface 

 
On top of the picture the intensity profile for the surface ablated with 500 J can be seen, 
the reference surface in middle and the intensity profile with the surface ablated with 
1400 J to the right – all with blue graphs. Average and standard deviation can be seen at 
right after the respective intensity profiles. The average intensity for the surface ablated 
with 1400 J is around 90, for the surface ablated with 500 J on around 130 and for the non 
ablaterad surface on 160.  
 
Calculated, with a normalised intensity of 100 % for reference wood the ablated wood by 
1400 J correspond to 55 % and ablated by 500 J to 80 %, it seems reasonable that ablated 
areas should be possible to distinguish from non ablated areas although it should be noted 

500

500

500

0/500

500

0

0

0

0

Ave = 133
Sdev = 53

Ave = 138
Sdev = 53

Ave = 166
Sdev = 44
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Sdev = 42
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that the above figures only concern averages and that also the variation in a dot should be 
taken into consideration to secure acceptable code readability. Also note that a dot accor-
ding to section 4.1.2 at page 9 only is 0.7 mm. This means that with a practical field-size 
of 200 x 200 mm2 and a camera resolution of 1024 x 1280 a rectangle of 1 x 1 mm corre-
sponds to 5 x 5 pixels and a 0.7 mm dot totally 21 pixels (in green and light green) of 
which 13 whole pixels (in green), se Figure 20, when centred although when 0.5 up and 
0.5 pixels sideways the dot will influence on totally 24 pixels of which 12 whole pixels. 
 

 
Figure 20 Number of pixels for a 0.7 mm dot at field size 200 x 200 mm2 and camera resolution 

1280 x 1024 – depending on how the dot is aligned to the matrix of pixels 
 
 

4.3  Code printing with Pharos-SP laser 
 
For code marking one of the centre boards in a block during sawmill production, see sec-
tion 2.1, the available time is around 200 ms. According to needed amounts of codes, up 
to 1 million, the simplest code element, to be reliably read could be a 0.1 mm wide by 20 
mm long line, see Figure 21 and Figure 22. 

 
Figure 21 Code lines produced with a Pharos-LP laser at left, at right code recognition by first 
calculating the second derivative for each row and then summing column-wise, signal/noise ratio 
is >3 

 
The code elements in Figure 21 were generated during 200 ms by a Pharos-LP laser, 
which compared to the Excimerlaser is considerable more suited as being more robust, 
needing less maintenance, and having lower running costs. The resulting elements seem 
to be visible enough to be used to code mark chain sawn log ends. Specifications of the 
used Pharos laser /16/ are: 
  

0.7 mm0.7 mm
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• Pulse duration <190 fs - 10 ps. 
• Pulse energy up to 0.2 mJ  100 pulses equals 20 mJ and 10 000 pulses 2 Joules. 
• Average power up to 15 W. 
• Flexibility in repetition rate: single-pulse to 75 kHz for max pulse energy (ext. to 1 

MHz). 
This code element could be used in a simple code, e.g. contained in 8 lines if the first two 
lines are the start sequence and each of the lines that follows stands for a decimal digit 
each, see Figure 22, that would be sufficient to discriminate between at least 100 000 
boards. 

 

 
Figure 22 Simplified board code 

 
With the obtained laser power, see Figure 23, it might be possible to increase the amount 
of code elements to allow discrimination of 1 million boards, see Table 1, by instead prin-
ting 14 lines making possible a safer code (more reference lines) and bigger 6 figures in-
cluding CRC.  
 
Table 1 Calculations for increased amount of codes 
 

 
 
Also the ablation rate would be possible to increase using a Harmonic Generator cutting 
the wavelength by two (515 nm), which would increase ablation rate making possible a 
50 % wider code element instead. 
 
 

One simplified code = 928 642 (without checksum)
30.5 mm (60 positions) – Start sequence  (2 lines) + 1 line/decimal position  8 lines (laser groves)

2x100 4x101 6x102 8x103 2x104 9x105

0.1 mm

0.5 mm 5 mm

20
 m

m 100 000- 900 00010 000- 90 0001 000 – 9 000100 - 90010 - 900 - 9

0.5 mm

30.5 mm

Start sequence

Least significant digit including start sequence
5.5 mm (11 positions) – start sequence (2 lines) + 1 line if decimal position ≠ 0  8 markers (laser groves)

sec f (Hz) pulses lines/
code

pulses
/line

J/pulse J/line area/line 
(cm2)

J/cm2 ηλ=1028 nm J/cm2                              

for wood at λ=1028 nm

mm3

/J
vol(mm3) depth 

(mm)

0,2 75 000 15 000 8 1 875 0,0002 0,38 0,02 18,8 12% 2,25 0,1 0,225 0,1
0,2 75 000 15 000 14 1 071 0,0002 0,21 0,02 10,7 12% 1,3 0,1 0,13 0,1

sec f (Hz) pulses lines/
code

η = 50%

J/line area/line 
(cm2)

J/cm2

ηλ=514 nm

J/cm2                            

for wood at λ=514 nm

mm3

/J
vol(mm3) depth 

(mm)

0,2 75 000 15 000 14 1 071 0,0001 0,11 0,02 5,4 60% 3,2 0,1 0,32

or + 
50% 
widt
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Figure 23 Maximum laser energy for Pharos-15W is 0.2 mJ at 75 kHz /16/ 

 
 
To decipher the code with a standard resolution camera (1 024 x 1 240 pixels), and at the 
same time allow sufficiently safe reading on single boards, the field size should at least be 
+/- 50 % of the code dimensions, see Figure 24, or 60 x 40 mm. For the first camera 
position this will not be a problem since the location of code is well known.  

 
Figure 24 Possible field-size for the camera, 60 x 40 mm2  – the blue rectangle  

 
 
For the code locations in the stacking station and in the final sorting station where the 
board could be up-side-down it is needed a special trigging arrangement for first and last 
edge of the board catches the code regardless if turned over or not, see Figure 25 (note 
that only one of these codes is printed in real-life). 
 
 

2 4 6 8 2 9
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Figure 25 A photo cell trigs, when the board passes by,  

two delays: for front and rear position of the code 
 
 
4.4  Laser safety regulations 
 
In Sweden industrial use of laser equipment is regulated by demands put by ”Strålsäker-
hetsmyndighetens Författningssamling SSMFS 2008:14, Strålsäkerhetsmyndighetens 
föreskrifter om lasrar”/14/. In 2§ is specified that by a laser is meant a product containing 
a technical arrangement that can generate electromagnetic radiation by stimulated emis-
sion – or what we daily refers to as a laser. The same regulation is also valid for laser 
marking systems.  
 
In 3 § is stated that lasers shall when transferred to industrial implementation and use be 
designed, classified and marked in accordance to “Swedish standard SS EN 60825-1, ut-
gåva 3, 2003”  or in another way offer equivalent safety. Note that this is an authority re-
quirement and similar rules also exist in most countries.  
 
The standard put demands on the levels of radiation from the laser and its labelling (since 
it is not obvious for any user that this device can be dangerous). Besides demands on la-
belling is also mentioned that a so called single error can not cause radiation levels of the 
limit MPE (Maximum Permissible Exposure), this normally means that all critical func-
tions and contact breakers shall be fail-safe or redundant. 
 
If the demands in the standard are all complied with the laser system is considered as sa-
fe. Thanks to the rigorous regulations this also seems to comply with actuality – there will 
be no accidents as long as rules and directions are followed. 
 
A buyer of laser equipments should from the supplier demand a report of the examination 
of the laser safety provided by an accredited testing laboratory. This is also a normal pro-
cedure for big constructions. The supplier should as well guarantee that other requested 
EU directives have been complied with, normally they should already be used to that. 
 

Example of a safety guard for an industrial laser installation, see  

Figure 26, concerns laser cutting of a hardboard where the direction of the laser-beam 
combined with the proximity to the workpiece, about 5 cm, make harmful radiation 
impossible. The principle is that the laser-beam, or reflections from it, must not hit 
persons and especially not their eyes so of that reason some shielding around the 
machining zone would most probably be needed. 

a)

a)

b)

b)

c)

c)
Delay #1 for front code position

Camera shutter signal

Delay #2 for rear code position

Photo cell trigger

Signal from Photo cell

Camera &
field-sized)

d)
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Figure 26 Industrial protection: Laser beam linked 90˚ to deflector further 
 linking it 90˚ to the below rather nearby workpiece 

 
 

4.5 Preliminary opportunities for board code 
marking after dry sorting 

 
Code marking on the final adjusted board takes place on a considerable less ruff surface 
than on the original log or green board since the cut is done with a circular saw on dry 
wood having a maximal moisture content of 18 % ( definition in section 1, page 1). This 
fact should enable a considerably higher code complexity without reduction of code read-
ability, see Figure 27 illustrating the difference in structure between circular sawn and 
ablated surface, note the scale and details! Here code elements of dimensions around Ø 
0.5 mm should be possible to use. For coding of final products as boards and components, 
especially having in mind a global trade of these, e.g. EPC (Electronic Product Code) as 
GS1 implemented with DataMatrix would be desirable. It could be based on a code ma-
trix of 20 x 20 dots and enable a global tracing of all wood products! 
 

 
Figure 27 Left: ablation on circular sawn wood surface using 6.75J, 

 right: GS1 code of size 10 x 10 mm2 
 
Examples of fine wood surface coding with ink-jet printer by www.ACT-gruppen.com, 
see Figure 28, and with CO2 laser code by www.raylase.com, see Figure 29.  
 

0.
5 

m
m

10
 m

m

http://www.act-gruppen.com/
http://www.raylase.com/
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Figure 28 DataMatrix by ink-jet printer on circular sawn  

wood surface, one of the code-points at right 
 
The advantage with a laser code compared to and ink-jet code is that it not only consists 
of darker code elements but also of a 3-d structure, which combined would increase the 
possibilities to interpret codes even on initially dark wood surfaces. 
 

 
Figure 29 DataMatrix by CO2 laser, one of the code-points each created by 4 laser-pulses at right 

 
 

5 Conclusions 
 
Laser coding of wood seems to be a very interesting way of coding wood in several 
aspects: 

• Demands only electricity to produce codes (for some lasers also water for cooling). 
• Easier maintenance, no cleansing of ink nozzles and changing ink-containers. 
• Cost per code is a magnitude lower than that for ink, below 0.0002 €. 
• Printing distance is more tolerant than for ink printers that normally must be within 

10 mm. 
• Possibility to print code on the block obtaining improved & simplified pacing, see 

section 1. 
• Produce milled code elements making it possible to read the code on most surfaces. 
• Big enough code on a raw chain sawn surfaces to distinguish 1 million boards. 
• Big enough code on a fine circular sawn surface to distinguish globally between all 

boards. 
• More experience can certainly be gained after industrial implementation. 
 
Laser coding of wood, especially for code marking directly after sawing the log into 
planks that are still wet, seems not yet to be proven industrially. There are still some 
concerns: 

• Cost of a laser system is greater than that of an ink printer, from 50 000 € and up. 
• Safety arrangements are necessary since laser light is dangerous and can harm people. 
• New instructions for staff about security and for operators concerning use, and 

maintenance are needed. 
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• As above, more experience can certainly be gained after industrial implementation. 
 
A final conclusion is that laser coding of wood has possibilities to be a great hit. 
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	Sammanfattning
	Produktion av sågat virke medför även cirka 10 % spill (förutom sågspån och flis), i form av nedklassning sent i produktionsprocessen för att upprätthålla kvalitetskraven på virket. Varken sågverkets eller dess produktionskapacitet används därför särskilt effektivt. För ett sågverk med produktion runt 100 000 m3 sågad vara rör det sig om åtskilliga millioner € årligen, enbart i Sverige produceras drygt 15 millioner m3/år.
	Det har visat sig, bland annat i två stora EU-projekt, att system för automatisk spårning, av stockars, plankors, pakets och komponenters egenskaper genom hela produktionsprocessen, krävs för att optimera sågverkets effektivitet.
	En nyckelkomponent för automatisk spårning är en robust kostnadseffektiv plankkodning, för att möjliggöra feedback från de olika produktionsstegen och förbättra såväl processeffektivtet som virkeskvalitet. Inom de flesta typer av industri är streckkod allra vanligast. Vid försök att skriva streckkoder på trä har det visat sig vara nödvändigt med någon typ av etiketter för att få en rimlig kodläsbarhet. Färskt sågat virke är blött (nästan hälften av vikten utgörs av vatten) så det torkas före slutjustering – kvalitetsbestämning och kapning till slutlig längd. Därför ställs mycket höga krav på både etiketterna och deras fastsättning – vilket i hög grad påverkar deras kostnad. Tidigare försök att skriva direkt på träytan har visat sig vara svårt på grund av den fuktiga och ojämna träytan och de relativt höga kostnaderna för bläck och underhåll.
	Förevarande pilotstudie har undersökt förutsättningarna för en alternativ teknik baserad på lasermärkning för att höja kodläsbarheten, som tidigare som bäst låg runt 85 %, samt att minska kostnaden per kod från 5 till under 0,5 öre.
	Två lasermetoder har provats för kodning av trä. Termisk, där kodelementens kontrast motsvarar skillnaden i ljusreflektion mellan kolnat och icke kolnat trä och ablatering eller kallbearbetning (principiellt en beröringsfri fräsning) där kodelementens reflexionsvariation i sned belysning varierar i ablaterat och icke ablaterat trä.
	Ablation förefaller speciellt intressant både för kodning av blött trä med grov kedjesågad yta och av torrt trä med finare cirkelsågad yta. En orsak är att koden baseras på ett tredimensionellt mönster istället för på kontrasten mellan bränt och obränt trä som under vissa årstider (som sprinklerbevattnat under sommaren) är obefintlig. En annan orsak är att mycket stora koder exempelvis GS1 (över 128 bitar) möjliggörs på finsågade ytor, vilket i princip kan möjliggöra global spårning av varenda virkesstycke som produceras.
	En slutsats är att båda metoderna bör följas upp i industriella tester för att ge en mer detaljerad uppföljning av kodläsbarhet och för att få praktiska erfarenheter om drifts- och underhållskostnader för tekniken.  
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